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From Distance to Concern

When confronted with suffering all moral demands converge on the single imperative of action. . . . But what form can this commitment take when those called upon to act are thousands of miles away from the person suffering?¹

When the travelers from Eastern College landed at the Tucson International Airport in 2009, seventy miles north of the US-Mexico border, months of meetings and fundraising drives had finally come to fruition. These eight students and two professors had traveled two thousand miles to begin a weeklong immersion trip focused on undocumented immigration.

Immigration, especially undocumented immigration, had once again become a prominent public topic. In the previous year, more than 150 dead bodies of immigrants were found in this section of the US-Mexico border.² Drug-related violence in border cities was increasingly in the news. One student’s first question to me as I introduced myself at the luggage carousel to join the group was, “Have you heard of the beheadings?,” a reference to the mysterious, violent deaths of women in Juarez, Mexico.

This small group had come to Tucson to travel through BorderLinks, a faith-inspired organization with roots to the 1980s Sanctuary movement. Over twenty-five years, BorderLinks had become well known to colleges, universities, churches, and seminaries for producing a progressive, religious form of immersion travel. In a nonpartisan, nondogmatic tone, BorderLinks’ goal was to “raise awareness” and “inspire action” about undocumented immigration for about a thousand such travelers a year. In the week I spent with Eastern College, I rode for hours with travelers crammed into the back of a van on the way to meetings with local clergy, discussions with US border protection officials, and visits with undocumented migrants. One night, we divided into pairs to eat, talk, and stay with a Mexican family in a border town. On another day, we walked in the remote desert along trails where immigrants crossed the forbidding desert. In formal reflections and informal conversations, the group discussed the discomfort of hearing immigrants’ problems that they could not immediately resolve; their admiration for the activists they met; their opinions of federal agencies that arrested immigrants; and the urgent sense of wanting to “do something” when they returned home, far from the borderlands.

Six months later, I spoke with the travelers, now returned to their normal lives. During an interview with the group’s leader, she told me that she “never expected it [the trip] to be so transformative” for her or the students. One of her students explained to me that the trip was “emotionally wrenching” and gave her “a new level of personal experience with the [immigration] issue.” Another student recounted his “haunting experience” of walking in the desert and being “in the tracks of people” trying to cross into the United States. He commented,

I really felt like I had been through a very transformative experience. . . . I think it was transformative in the fact that I feel like I went through a significant experience in my week there. I felt like my eyes were opened to a lot of different things that I had never really been exposed to before.

To the ears of civil society organizations like BorderLinks that organize immersion travel and those that send travelers to be immersed, these sentiments are evidence of the power of using travel to generate moral concern for distant injustice. They suggest that encounters with distant suffering can lead to empathy, that Americans’ circles of moral concern can expand to be cosmopolitan in their reach, and that spiritually meaningful experiences can lead to new social commitments.
But alongside these feelings of connection and transformation, my travel with BorderLinks revealed other pieces of evidence that call into question comfortable assumptions about what this type of transnational engagement accomplishes. Many BorderLinks travelers had been progressive and proimmigrant to begin with, making it unclear what such travel was meant to achieve. Direct interactions with immigrants often went poorly, challenging an ideal of personalized connection. Upon returning home, travelers struggled—sometimes intensely—with not knowing how to turn their sense of transformation into action back at their churches and colleges. As Kate, a seminary student, explained with an air of frustration many months after her immersion trip,

[I’m] trying to see how all this knowledge is going to work into my ministry and what God is calling me to do. I don’t know what that looks like. . . . [I’ve been] asking God to show me how my concern for the border and for Hispanic immigrants can work. . . . It’s been hard to live up to how I felt like I needed to change my life.

These problematic interactions, confusing feelings, and unclear futures are the other side of immersion travel. But far from being unique to immersion travel, they evoke the ethical and theoretical quandaries that have long characterized a prominent problem of modernity: awareness of suffering at a distance and the difficulty of addressing it by residents of the “developed” West and the Global North. Immersion travel like that offered by BorderLinks has provided the opportunity for many travelers to be firsthand witnesses to what Luc Boltanski calls “distant suffering”: the social problems and circumstances of people separated by physical, social, and cultural distance. ³ For much of the twentieth century, middle-class Americans addressed distant suffering primarily through supporting large, specialized organizations that did work “over there.” Today, through immersion travel, an expanding portion of middle-class America personally witnesses and directly engages distant social problems and suffering. The face-to-face relationship pattern so often associated with the absence of distance in social relations is increasingly promoted as an effective way to motivate concern across great distance. This is a striking
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historical shift in the way Americans can engage with humanitarian and social problems outside the United States.

But, as the epigraph that begins this chapter suggests, discovering distant suffering and acting against it are not one and the same. The space between concern and action involves complex social processes of interaction, interpretation, and evaluation. The moral resonance of distant suffering, as well as the willingness to act, are social accomplishments, not inevitable outcomes. This book illuminates these organizational, cultural, and religious aspects of transnational civic engagement by investigating the assumed possibilities and invisible problems of a new way to enact distant concern: immersion travel.

THE REACH OF IMMERSION TRAVEL

If your college promotes “alternative spring breaks” to foreign countries, if your congregation sponsors short-term mission trips, if your university has doubled down on short-term study abroad, or if you know someone who was changed by a similar trip, then you have witnessed the wide-ranging emergence of immersion travel. Travel organized by small groups, often outside the structures of international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs), is used as a way to discover distant social suffering and to accomplish civic and political ends. Diverse immersion travelers distribute charitable aid, create transnational political identity, support distant advocacy campaigns, provide medical care, share religious faith, and support alternative trade networks. While the exact scope of immersion travel is difficult to pin down given its heterogeneity, a few statistics help to show the embrace of immersion travel by mainstream civic organizations in the United States, as well as

---

the number of people with the opportunity to directly engage foreign communities through such travel.

In 2012, more than one-quarter (27 percent) of all religious congregations in the United States reported organizing an international trip in the previous year to provide aid to those in need. That translates to roughly 100,000 congregations a year. Over the last three decades, the popularity of these short-term mission trips among religious organizations drastically increased. By the mid-2000s, more than 1.5 million US church-going adults were traveling overseas each year with their religious congregations.

Immersion travel has also increased in popularity among US-based civic organizations more generally. Allison Schnable reports that “the number of new American aid organizations registering annually with the IRS quadrupled from 2000 to 2010, compared with only 19 percent growth for other 501(c)3s.” Many of these organizations use travel to facilitate direct connections between people in the United States and foreign communities, thereby supporting work-camps, educational projects, and other forms of short-term civic service. According to the Current Population Survey, a monthly survey of households conducted by the United States Census Bureau, about half a million “individuals in the United States reported volunteering each year internationally from 2004 to 2014” for time periods of less than a month. Scholars of tourism have documented a similar trend over the last twenty years, with greatly increased interest in “volunteer tourism” among global travelers, leading to a rise in tourism organizations that facilitate volunteer
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experiences, environmental projects, and cultural exchange. As these examples show, many organizations promote short-term, face-to-face, pragmatic involvement beyond the United States, leading to a large, but decentralized, mobilization of transnational civic engagement.

This form of engagement has been accompanied by new visions of service and citizenship. One root of these visions came from the rapid embrace of experiential and transformative learning theory among US higher education institutions since the 1980s. As theorists connected a processual understanding of learning with a humanistic vision of learners’ social obligations, educators increasingly promoted new pedagogies beyond the traditional curricula, such as service-learning and community-based learning. With roots to William James, John Dewey, and Maria Montessori, experiential learning advocated for using new experience as an input into “a process of learning that questions preconceptions of direct experience … and extracts the correct lessons from the consequences of action.”

The rise in experiential learning dovetailed with the 1990s lionization of civil society and voluntary participation in the wake of the Soviet Union’s collapse. That historical moment saw reawakened philosophical interest in cosmopolitanism and social interest in global connectivity. The curricular and cocurricular offerings of secondary and tertiary
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educational organizations showed a dramatic embrace of global citizenship and engagement ideals. In 1997, only thirty-two secondary programs in the United States had global engagement curricula; by 2012, 4,400 did.\(^\text{17}\) In a 2015 Campus Compact survey of higher education institutions, 64 percent reported tracking outcomes related to “global learning” and “social justice orientation,” while even higher percentages reported tracking outcomes related to civic engagement.\(^\text{18}\)

These developments yoked together an organizational commitment to engagement with a widened field of moral vision (the globe), finding a visible and popular vehicle in the form of immersion travel. In higher education, immersion travel has been used in many ways: for alternative spring breaks, as part of study abroad, and as part of global service-learning.\(^\text{19}\) In 2010, more than 150,000 students from American higher education institutions enrolled in short-term study abroad trips, engaging with international communities and social issues.\(^\text{20}\) In 2016, nearly one-quarter of all study abroad by college students was for a period of less than four weeks, with volunteer work often a component of the experience.\(^\text{21}\) Immersion travel has long since reached the institutionalized acclaim of a “best practice” for civic engagement.\(^\text{22}\)

In each of these different streams, in congregations or colleges, immersion travel tends to reflect patterns of civic action in American life more generally. The group basis of immersion travel evokes an American
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cultural and religious preference for small groups to achieve civic goals. The brief duration of immersion travel incorporates the short-term packaging of civic engagement that has become common in the United States, a trend that has accelerated in the past twenty years as nonprofit organizations provide “drop-in” opportunities for people to achieve a tangible end in a short amount of time. The nonspecialized skills required of travelers encourages participation by an expansive pool of participants, bypassing the time- and resource-intensive commitments associated with traditional transnational roles, such as missionary or Peace Corps volunteer. The emphasis on face-to-face interaction with foreign locals and immersion into their life contexts ties together an American civic preference for relational social assistance with a valuing of “authentic” cross-cultural experience. And the mixing of personal growth with civic action continues a long history of intertwining personal and social reform in American life.

Immersion travel’s widespread popularity suggests exciting newness and uniqueness for those that embrace it. But, to understand immersion travel requires seeing it as a practice whose processes, meanings, and appeal are rooted in, respond to, and illuminate central tensions in global civic life.

---
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Historically speaking, immersion travel is best understood as an emerging practice for producing and managing a relationship between humans in the global core (e.g., the United States and Europe) and humans in the global periphery (e.g., Third World countries, developing nations, or the Global South). This relationship has been a central religious, political, and sociological question in the course of the past three centuries as the sufferings and social injustices of people living in other countries became a relevant concern for Westerners.28

The very idea of “the social” as a category of people with shared characteristics and reasons for suffering developed at the beginning of the modern period, gaining steam in the late eighteenth century.29 In tandem, “human” became a moral category, rooted in assumptions of universal rationality, the common ability to feel pain, and the experience of personal subjectivity.30 This turn in cultural life, which socialized the causes and consequences of suffering while emphasizing the experience of individual persons, was pushed along by a range of institutional developments that expanded Western contact and knowledge beyond the borders of Europe.31 For example, Norbert Elias showed how increasing cross-national interaction and interdependence among European elites transformed social life in a widening “civilizing” ripple, restraining violence and fostering sympathy toward a wider circle of people.32 Similarly, historian Thomas Haskell has shown how capitalist expansion widened
the circle of Western sympathy, a development pushed along as readers of new mass-market novels encountered suffering fictional characters with whom they could emotionally identify.\textsuperscript{33} Even if the suffering of distant others was becoming known to Westerners, however, the conclusion that there was a moral obligation to do something about it was not yet widely shared. Adam Smith, writing in the late eighteenth century, argued that sympathy tended to arise primarily and most intensely for those who were near and dear.\textsuperscript{14} Long-distance sympathy might arise through imagining the feeling of distant suffering, Smith argued, but he was suspicious about the moral implications of such awareness given that people were unable to do anything about it. He famously wrote in the late 1700s that, if we learned of humans suffering at a removed distance, “to give ourselves any anxiety upon that account, seems to be no part of our duty.”\textsuperscript{35} As Fonna Forman-Barzilai explains, Smith “found it absurd and cynical to extend duty to actions that were better suited to saints and beyond the capacities of ordinary eighteenth-century people” who were oriented toward local, personal attachments.\textsuperscript{36}

One of the ironies of history is that, at the moment Smith was writing, the first organized attempts to address distant social suffering by ordinary Westerners were already well underway.\textsuperscript{37} Peter Stamatov has shown that, by the seventeenth century, religious activists within European colonial powers created long-distance advocacy networks to critique and address the social conditions of colonized places and persons.\textsuperscript{38} During Smith’s own time and within his geographic orbit, the slavery abolition movement was already in motion.\textsuperscript{39} Describing the 1790s British sugar boycott and its use of narrative to publicize the scourge of slavery to a